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Abstract 
By encouraging thinking and sharing, collaboration is a relevant approach to foster learning process. 
Here we propose three collaborative activities, named ‘Dual Review’, ‘Joint Analysis’, and ‘Group 
Rotation’, in which students practice individual reasoning, contribute to others, and experience distinct 
approaches to the same problem. The activities are easily adapted according to both content and 
duration of a given course. After conducting the collaborative activities in a computing course, 
students reported reduction in anxiety, as well as improvements in learning effectiveness, learning 
satisfaction, social learning, learning timing, and self-confidence. Results are very interesting and 
confirm the positive contribution of collaboration to learning experience. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Collaborative learning refers to an approach that requires students to work together on problems 
resulting in a joint solution. Groups interact given a common goal, creating meaning, exploring a topic, 
or improving skills. Students teach and learn from each other, helping them to think critically and 
participating with explanations and justifications. The idea is to encourage thinking and sharing, in a 
way to make students more engaged with the learning experience and so with a better understanding 
of knowledge. Other positive consequences of collaborative learning include student involvement and 
satisfaction, as well as the likelihood that the entire group will learn instead of only few students [1], 
[2], [3], [4].  

Beyond supporting the development of technical skills, collaborative learning provides opportunities to 
enhance transversal competences, for instance communication, negotiation, and creativity. It fosters 
positive interdependence, individual accountability, self-discipline, and interpersonal skills [2], [5]. 
Technology has been a positive allied of collaborative learning, as systems are developed to facilitate 
the application of activities [6], [7]. In this trend, web systems are relevant to make collaboration 
possible in e-learning applications [8], [9], [10]. Collaborative learning obtained even more relevance 
with flipped classrooms, since class moments focus on having students involved in activities to make 
them understand and investigate concepts studied previously [11], [12].  

There are distinct kinds of collaborative activities [13]. For instance, pair programming can contribute 
to increase learning outcomes; meanwhile it can improve learners’ satisfaction and confidence [14], 
[15]. Code reviews can help students to improve code quality and software testing, to stimulate 
elaborated discussions about programming issues, and to promote sense of community [16], [17]. 
Sharing of rationales is a way to promote reflective thinking during collaborative learning activities [6]. 
Collaboration can also be used during course assessments, for example with reviews of questions, 
allowing a better performance of students when they have access to partners’ answers, but also an 
improvement on learning effectiveness [7], [13], [18], [19].  

In this paper we propose three collaborative activities, called ‘Dual Review’, ‘Joint Analysis’, and 
‘Group Rotation’, and investigate their application in a computing course.  We explore learning 
aspects, including learning effectiveness, learning satisfaction, social learning, learning timing, and 
self-confidence. We also evaluate general aspects as students’ intentions to perform the collaborative 
activities again, students’ preparation to activities, learning timing, and students’ anxiety.  In the next 
section, we explain the applied methodology, describing activities and assessments. In the third 
section, we present and discuss our results. In the last section, we conclude our work and indicate 
next investigations. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
We investigated three collaborative activities, named ‘Dual Review’, ‘Joint Analysis’, and ‘Group 
Rotation’, whose scheme in indicated respectively in Fig.1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The operation of the 
‘Dual Review’ activity is described according to Fig. 1. Given an exercise (or task), a student (named 
A) solves it. Two other students (named B and C) receive such solution and review it independently. 
The feedbacks (written in some paper) are then delivered to the initial student (named A), so he/she 
can refine the proposed solution. In this activity, collaboration occurs through the written feedback of 
reviewers, and no oral communication is allowed. Every student in the class acts as solver and also as 
reviewer of colleagues’ exercises. In this way, students have contact to other solutions and 
perspectives, in a way to improve learning. 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of ‘Dual Review’ activity. 

The operation of the ‘Joint Analysis’ activity is described according to Fig. 2. Given an exercise (or 
task), each student solves it independently. After that, groups are defined and students collaborate by 
debating their solutions and producing a joint solution as output. In this activity, students have a time 
for an individual reasoning, and later they advance learning by sharing distinct visions and 
approaches. 

 
Figure 2. Scheme of ‘Joint Analysis’ activity. 

The operation of the ‘Group Rotation’ activity is described according to Fig. 3. Given an exercise (or 
task), the class is divided in groups (e.g. group 1 with A1, B1 and C1), characterizing an initial 
configuration. After an established time, the class configuration changes. For instance, the second 
configuration was driven by the initial one with a clockwise shift in students A’s. Changes in 
configuration continue periodically. For example, in the third configuration there was an anticlockwise 
shift in students C’s. The groups’ size and the changing type are defined by the instructor previously. 
In a given configuration, groups collaborate to produce a solution. Such solution is refined by the next 
groups. The idea is to allow students experiencing distinct solutions of the same problem and 
contributing to colleagues with their knowledge. 

In a computing course named “Data Structure and Algorithms” with 30 students, we applied the three 
collaborative activities as assessments. For each activity, we proposed an exercise to be solved 
related to the course subjects. After each activity, students responded a questionnaire with the 
sentences in Table 1, in order to evaluate their learning experience.  After the whole experience with 
the proposed collaborative activities, students answered a questionnaire with the sentences in Table 
2, aiming to investigate their intentions and positions regarding collaborative activities. Participants 
used the following scale to respond sentences: ‘Strongly agree’, ‘Agree’, ‘Disagree’, or ‘Strongly 
disagree’. For these assessments, we asked students to have in mind their experience with traditional 
activities or exams (in general made individually), so they could perceive differences when performing 
collaborative activities.  
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Figure 3. Scheme of ‘Group Rotation’ activity. 

Table 1. Learning aspects. 

Criterion Sentence 

Learning effectiveness The activity contributed to the learning of subjects/contents. 

Learning satisfaction The activity was a positive/pleasure learning experience. 

Social learning The activity allowed learning through comments/discussions of colleagues. 

Learning timing The activity provided learning feedback in an acceptable timing.  

Self-confidence The activity contributed to my self-confidence. 

Table 2. General aspects. 

Criterion Sentence 

Future intention I would like to perform the activity again. 

Student preparation I would study less if I knew the activity would be collaborative. 

Timing The advantage of the collaborative activity was to have more time. 

Anxiety I was anxious during the activity. 

At the end, students compared their experience with traditional activities and the proposed 
collaborative activities, informing an order of preference among them. They used a scale from 1 (less 
preferred) to 4 (most preferred) in order to establish an ordered list among activities. We computed the 
mean of these grades. 
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3 RESULTS 
The results related to the learning experience with the collaborative activities were very positive. More 
than 80% of the students strongly agree or agree that the activity contributed to learning effectiveness, 
learning satisfaction, social learning, learning timing, and self-confidence, according to Fig. 4, Fig. 5, 
and Fig 6. We did not observe significant differences among results in the three proposed activities. 
Learning effectiveness rate confirmed that the activities indeed aided students in the learning process. 
Learning satisfaction rate indicated that collaboration promotes a pleasure learning experience. Social 
learning rate was an expected result, since social interaction and sharing are the basis of 
collaboration. Learning timing rate was an important finding, which shows the advantage of 
collaboration in providing constructive feedbacks in a proper timing (i.e. in the time that students are 
involved with that exercise and prepared to learn). Finally, self-confidence rate confirmed the ability of 
collaboration in support students’ development beyond technical aspects.  

 
Figure 4. Learning aspects related to ‘Dual Review’ activity. 

 
Figure 5. Learning aspects related to ‘Joint Analysis’ activity. 

Students reported their desire to perform again the proposed collaborative activities, as indicated in 
Fig. 7 by the ‘Future intention’ aspect. A possible argument against collaborative activities, especially 
used as assessments, could be problems in students’ engagement in the learning process, for 
instance students studying less by relying of group support during the activity. Fortunately, we found 
the opposite. Almost all students disagreed or strongly disagreed that they would study less in case of 
collaborative activities (see ‘Student preparation’ aspect in Fig. 7). Moreover, they confirmed that 
advantage of collaborative activities is not to have more time to solve the exercises (see ‘Timing’ 
aspect in Fig. 7). A relevant finding was that collaboration can reduce students’ anxiety in activities, 
which is important to concentrate students’ efforts in learning itself. 
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Figure 6. Learning aspects related to ‘Group Rotation’ activity. 

  
Figure 7. General results about collaborative activities. 

 
Figure 8. Students’ preference regarding activities. 

In order to compare students’ experience in traditional activities (in general developed individually) and 
in the proposed collaborative activities, Fig. 8 presents the mean of grades from 1(less preferred) to 4 
(most preferred) given to activities. Students preferred ‘Joint Analysis’ and ‘Dual Review’. The main 
identified benefits were the increase in learning that the collaboration provided in a structured way. 
Even without oral communication, ‘Dual Review’ as perceived as relevant in aiding learning, since it 
can indicated exactly the enhancements to the initial solution. Students approved ‘Group Rotation’ 
activity, but stated that sometimes the rotation occurred in a critical moment of the exercise resolution, 
which negatively impacted the development advance. Students also said that they needed major 
intervals between rotations; otherwise students got lost and spent too much time in configuration 
settlement. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
We investigated the effectiveness of three collaborative activities. In the ‘Dual Review’ activity, each 
student solves an exercise, he/she receives two written reviews of other students, and then he/she 
has the opportunity to make again the own exercise. In the ‘Joint Analysis’ activity, each student 
solves an exercise, later groups discuss the exercise and provide a joined answer. In the ‘Group 
Rotation’ activity, students are divided in groups and provide a joined answer to the exercise at the 
end. The difference is that, after established intervals, students migrate among groups, so they can 
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interact with other groups. In all the proposed activities students have the opportunity to practice 
individual reasoning, to receive feedback about their ideas and developments, and also to access 
distinct solutions of the same problem.  

Conducting the proposed collaborative activities in a computing course, we found that such activities 
had high levels of learning effectiveness, learning satisfaction, social learning, learning timing, and 
self-confidence. Students reported a decrease in anxiety during activities, and also the desire to 
perform such activities again.  Collaboration indeed contributed to present different views and 
approaches, in a way to improve learning. The proposed activities can be adapted, for instance ‘Dual 
Review’ can add oral communication, or ‘Group Rotation’ can have other kinds of group 
configurations.  

Although there is a major preference towards collaborative activities instead of traditional ones by 
students, it is important to observe that traditional activities are also beneficial to learning. 
Collaborative activities have to be well defined and conducted in terms of contents and duration; 
otherwise they can add overheads and even disrupt the learning process. We argue that the 
dissemination of collaborative activities is interesting to allow application and validation in other 
contexts. Other investigations are desired in terms of balancing traditional and collaborative activities, 
especially for assessment purposes respecting the course characteristics. 
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